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F. W. Webb was arguably the most famous of the 
Locomotive Superintendents of the London & 
North Western Railway, a position later carrying 
the more appropriate title of Chief Mechanical 
Engineer. Evidently, the attraction of employment 
as a Premium Apprentice on the prestigious 
L&NWR, proved too golden an opportunity for 
the local boy to miss. Webb was born the son of 
the Rector of Tixall, Staffordshire and growing up 
beside the mighty North Western's main line, his 
choice of career may only have been between two 
courses of action - either the ministry, like his 
father and brother, or the railway. �  Between 1871 
and 1903, Webb was responsible for the 
production of many hundreds of locomotives, the 
continued development of Crewe Locomotive 
Works (begun by Ramsbottom in the 1860s) and a 
vast output of 
engineering products.  

It should be 
remembered that 
Crewe was a pioneer 
in many areas of 
railway engineering 
and possessed its 
own steelworks. By 
the time Webb 
became Chief 
Mechanical Engineer 
of the LNWR. Crewe 
had seen, in 1868 the 
introduction of the 
open-hearth process 
of steelmaking in 
addition to the well 
established Bessemer 
techniques. By the 
fourth quarter of the 
nineteenth century 
the North Western 
was rolling all its own 
60ft rails from steel produced at Crewe and until 
1923 the company was alone in using sixty feet 
rails as compared with the 30ft and 48ft rails 
rolled by industry for the other companies.  

F. W. Webb was able to explore and exploit his 
mechanical abilities with such formidable facilities 
at his disposal and he designed away to his heart's 
content for over thirty years! I suppose, with this 
in mind, we might well ask how it was possible 
that the railway company’s engineering chief was 
able to use such resources, almost at his own 
personal whim, and as if those same resources 

were his own personal property. That Webb was 
a powerful force in the Company's organisation 
cannot be denied, although his long-standing 
friendship with LNWR Chairman Richard Moon 
must have been of some help in securing financial 
support for many of his projects.  

On the locomotive front, between1873 and 1903, 
no less than 26 different locomotive designs were 
built at Crewe to Webb's specifications. 
Surprisingly only 11 of these were compound 
types; 8 passenger and 3 goods, totalling 431 
locomotives. The majority of these were goods 
engines; 111 class 'A' 3-cylinder type, and 170 4-
cylinder class 'B' engines, whilst 30 of the 4-
cylinder compound “1400” class 4-6-0's appeared 
as the last Webb design in 1903. Some of the 0-8-
0s formed the basis of the later 'G2' and 'G2a' 

simple expansion design, more familiarly known as 
“SuperD's”. In total, there were some 311 of 
Webb's compound goods engines in service, 
leaving only 120 passenger engines of 8 different 
classes. �  

Now then, since there were 26 different Webb 
designs in total, and only 11 of these were of the 
famous - or is it notorious! - compound type, 
elementary arithmetic reveals no fewer than 15 
simple expansion designs, represented by 2,553 
locomotives! Curious then, that Webb's few 
compound designs - less than 5% of the total 

One of Webb's 3 cylinder compound goods 0-8-0 locomotives at work. Worth noting is the 
obvious size of the central low-pressure cylinder.  
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number of engines built while he was CME - 
received so much attention.  

Maybe some of this popularity/notoriety can be 
attributed to the innovative 
approach Webb adopted in the 
details of design and 
construction. It may also have 
been affected by the reported 
animosity between Webb and 
his eventual successor George 
Whale, who in Webb’s era was 
responsible for the running 
department.  These may have 
been apocryphal, though 
history relates that Whale, 
amongst others never attended 
his funeral in 1906.  

Webb was undoubtedly a 
highly innovative, if autocratic 
manager of the Crewe Works 
in his day.  Mind you, not all of 
these innovations were seen 
on the compound types alone; 
the water bottom firebox for 
instance and radial axlebox 
(developed from W. B. Adams' 
similar contrivance on the LSWR), and other features, 
were applied to simple expansion tank and tender 
locomotives alike.  

Amongst the longest surviving locomotive designs 
were the 0-6-0 'Coal' engines, ultimately totalling 
no fewer than 500. The “Coal” engines were 

Webb's first new design, built in 1873; and yet, 
they were themselves developed from the 
Ramsbottom 'Special' tank engines and were 

probably the simplest design that 
Webb produced in his career.  

It is ironic that his early designs 
should be characterised by their 
simplicity, in turn leading to 
complete success in operation, 
whilst later locomotives reached 
almost unparalleled levels of 
complexity. The “Coal”  engines 
were of course built for goods 
work and were turned out 
originally with no brakes - the 
ultimate in simplicity! Only wooden 
brake blocks on the tender and 
Webb’s screw reverse were all 
that was considered necessary for 
safety; although it must be 
mentioned that the engines were 
subsequently fitted with proper 
brakes. For a short time a “Coal” 
engine held a record, being 
assembled in 25 ½ hours from a kit 
of finished parts. But it was a short 

LNWR 2-4-0 No.39, Precedent Class "Merrie Carlisle" in LMS days, and carrying the 
letters “LMS” on the cab sides, and numbered “5050” on the tender.  This loco 
originally carried LNWR number 860, and all were withdrawn by 1934, with only 
No. 790 “Hardwicke” rescued for preservation. 
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An excellent study of a Webb 5' 6" tank, No. 339, along with a train of LNWR 
6 wheel coaches. Rebuilt from 1890 onwards from the former Precursor class 
2-4-0, along with another 120 built as tank engines from new, this particular 
design lasted until the middle 1950s.  
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lived record, and eclipsed by engine builders on 
the Great Eastern Railway who put together one 
of their standard 0-6-0's in no more than ten 
hours!!  In later years - although 'coal' engines 
were being produced up to 1892 - the 0-8-0 began 
to supplant the 0-6-0 for goods work and 45 were 
rebuilt as tank engines.  

Turning his attention to passenger engines, Webb 
again seems to have been influenced by 
Ramsbottom's simplistic approach when designing 
the 70 “Precedent” and 40 “Precursor” class 2-4-
0·s which were built from 1874 onwards. Webb's 

predecessor at Crewe produced a very able 
locomotive in the “Newton” class 2-4-0, of which 
there were a total of 96, with the last being built 
in 1873.  Originally, from an all up weight of a 
mere 29 tons, 9,000Ib of tractive effort was 
available, whereas Webb's similar designs managed 
to get into a locomotive weighing only 3 or 4 tons 
more over 10,000Ib of tractive effort. The 
“Precedent” class exerted 10,500Ib on its 6' 7" 
driving wheels, with an engine weight of 33 tons, 
whilst the “Precursor” provided no less than 
12,500Ib on their 5' 6" driving wheels and weighed 
only 1 ton less than their sisters. Ramsbottom's 
“Newton” class was rebuilt under Webb's 

instructions, between 1878 and 1882, increasing 
the firebox heating surface and grate area to bring 
them into line with his existing 2-4-0 designs. �   

By reputation, Webb's 2-4-0 passenger engines, 
almost invariably referred to as “Jumbos”, were 
again a successful, simple expansion design. The 
three basic 2-4-0's (“Precedent”, “Precursor” and 
“Whitworth” classes) were each provided with 
Allan straight link valve gear and a saturated steam 
boiler identical to those fitted on the “Cauliflower” 
class 0-6-0 goods engines. An interesting feature 
of the 2-4-0's was the 'V' form steam chest under 

the smokebox, with 
the lower edges of 
the slide valve resting 
on a guide that could 
be adjusted (for 
whatever reason!) from 
the outside. The only 
obvious difference 
between these three 
classes of undersized 
2-4-0, were the 
coupled wheel 
diameters - 6' 7” and 
5' 6” for the 
“Precedent” and 
“Precursor” designs 
and 6' 3” for the later 
“Whitworth” type. 
(Two years before the 
“Whitworth” appeared 
in 1889, the “Precedent” 
class was modified and 
in which guise the 
coupled wheel diameter 
was increased to 6' 9").  

The locomotives in the 
“Precursor” class (with 5' 6” driving wheels) were 
rebuilt as tank engines from 1890-1897 and, 
where previously they had been used on the 
Manchester to Leeds passenger trains, were 
replaced by “Precedent” class engines. The 
“Precursors”, although having a higher tractive 
effort than their sisters, were believed to have 
developed higher rates of wear in the valve gear 
and wheels due to high rotational speeds and this 
may have been one reason for their subsequent 
modification. When working passenger trains on 
the main lines, whether between Manchester and 
Leeds, or from Preston to Carlisle, over Shap, 
they were also shown to display no advantage 

Making a lot of smoke on an unaccustomed passenger coach working.  No. 39 is one of the 18” 
goods 0-6-0 locomotives, nicknamed 'Cauliflowers'. The name was bestowed on the class due 
to the fact that the Company's crest over the driving wheel splasher resembled, from a distance 
at least, a cauliflower!  A simple and highly successful type, these too lasted until British 
Railways period. 
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over the larger wheeled “Precedents” over these 
hilly sections of route.  

The “Precedents” had their stars though, just like 
Gresley's A4 Pacifics and “Mallard”, though in this 
case it was “Hardwicke” and “Charles Dickens”. 
The former achieved fame in the 1895 'Race To 
The North', putting up an aver- age speed of 67 
mph over the difficult Crewe to Carlisle section of 
the West Coast Main Line. No. 955 “Charles 
Dickens” gained a reputation in quite a different 
style, covering more than two million miles on the 
London to Manchester run. It took “Charles 
Dickens” more than twenty years to break 
through this barrier, working six days a week - 
this was the proof of the pudding so far as the 
reliability of Webb's “Improved Precedent” class 
2-4-0 was concerned.  

Reliability was not quite the most suitable 
adjective to describe the LNWR compound 
engines; although some were more successful in 
operation than others, they could hardly be 
described as outstanding in any way. In these 
designs, Webb adopted both three and four-

cylinder propulsion, the first of which, a three-
cylinder type built in 1882, was appropriately 
named “Experiment”.  

Although resembling a 2-4-0, the thirty 
“Experiments” were not coupled, due to the 
width of the Joy valve gear adapted to operate the 
outside slide valves. A third set of Joy valve gear, 

between the frames as on all the later 3-cylinder 
compounds, operated the central low-pressure 
cylinder, which was some 26" in diameter. The 24`’ 
stroke was common to all Webb's locomotives, 
both simple and compound types. “Experiment” 
herself was not a success and was apparently quite 
a complicated engine to drive with cut-off and 
reverse for the inside cylinder being selected by a 
lever in the cab attached to a reversing rod 
mounted on the right side of the boiler. 
Alterations to the position of the outside valve 
gear were made via a cross shaft under the back 
of the cab and attached to a reversing lever, in 
turn linked to a nut on a screw and handwheel, so 
that the engine could be reversed either by the 
lever, or by the normal LNWR screw reverse.  

Apart from the small size of the high-pressure 
cylinder (13" diameter), the design of the steam 
circuit was not good, with small port openings and 
the effect of the low-pressure cylinder was almost 
insignificant to the extent that “Experiment” 
behaved much more like a very weak 2-cylinder 
simple engine.  

Through the 
“Dreadnought”, 

“Teutonic” and. 
“Greater Britain” 
designs, Webb 
persevered with 

compounding, 
increasing the size of 
the locomotives, 
boiler working 
pressure and 
numerous other 
details. “Jeannie 
Deans”, one of 

“Hardwicke's” 
contemporaries in 
the 1895 “Race to 
the North”, was a 
member of the 

“Teutonic” series and 
performed relatively 
well for an uncoupled 

compound.  

On one occasion this locomotive took a load of 
326 tons from Nuneaton to Willesden at an 
average speed of 54 mph. The last of Webb's 3-
cylinder designs, an uncoupled 2-2-2-2, was 
undoubtedly the worst of all in both design and 
operation. Unfortunately, the LNWR chose to 

Seen here is one of the complex 2-2-2-2 John Hick Class locomotives.  Only 10 of these three 
cylinder compounds were built in 1894, with separate sets of Stephenson / Slip eccentric valve 
gear.  All had gone by 1912. 
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exhibit a member of this class at the Chicago 
World's Fair in 1893, a decision which set back 
Britain's reputation in the field of locomotive 
engineering a very long way. � Another unfortunate 
aspect of Webb's approach to locomotive design 
was his reluctance to use a leading bogie. This was 
not improved upon when the first 4-cylinder 
compound 4-4-0 took to the rails in 1897 as the 
“Jubilee” class. His earlier successful design and 
application of the radial truck to a variety of 
designs led him to provide a complicated four 
wheeled double-radial truck for his 4-cylinder 
passenger 4-4-0s. Whilst the 4-4-0s and later 
compounds were more successful, the “Jubilee” 
class was improved in detail only through the 
introduction of the “Alfred The Great” and 
“Benbow” designs. The last mentioned were in 
fact rebuilds of the “Alfreds” and were produced 
by George Whale in order to try and improve 
their otherwise poor performance after Webb 
retired.  

Like the 3-cylinder compounds, Joy valve gear was 
most commonly used in the post-1900 designs 
with 16" high pressure and 20%" low pressure 
cylinders, whilst 20,000lb was the maximum 
tractive effort exerted on their 85” coupled 
wheels. The “Jubilees”, “Alfred The Great”, 
“Benbow” and “Renown” classes were probably 
Webb's most attractive looking engines, adopting 
the “Teutonic” boiler (enlarged slightly in some 
cases), with the last being rebuilt by the LMSR in 
1924. � 

There are many curious tales that have been told 
of Webb's compound engines of, ‘pinch-bars' to 

'lift' the driving cranks to the right position for 
starting, or of uncoupled wheels rotating in 
opposite directions, etc. But, ironically, in his 
pursuit of economy in locomotive operation, 
Webb had probably expended much unnecessary 
capital – both physical and economic. By and large, 
his compounds were an operational disaster and 
something the LNWR would have done better 
without. As a curiosity, in service they presented 
something of a challenge to drivers and firemen, 
rather than a reliable machine with which to haul 
trains.  

Luck was on Webb's side however, and it is a 
tribute to his early years as Chief Mechanical 
Engineer that the “Coal” and “Cauliflower” goods 
engines, “Precedent” 2-4-0s, and “1881” tank 
engines survived for so long. Remember the 
“Precursor” class 2-4-0s? These sisters of the 
“Precedents” were rebuilt as the 5' 6" tank 
engines and lasted, believed it or not, until 1956 - 
well into the British Railways era. So, first built in 
1874 as a tender engine, at least one Webb 
locomotive lasted 82 years! At the end of the day, 
during Webb's time at Crewe, the LNWR put out 
some of the best and the worst of British 
locomotive designs. Mind you. Francis Webb did 
not only concern himself with locomotives there 
was a prodigious output of mechanical engineering 
gadgets under his management, from signalling to 
brake equipment. But that, as they say, must be 
another story perhaps the Clark & Webb chain 
brake is best left laid to rest!  
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